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Non-Invasive Water Storage Tank Inspection
Performed Through UAV & ROV Technology

M

aintenance of aging
utility infrastructures
in the United States is
one of the most important and often neglected investments
which is necessary for public health
and safety. Clean drinking water is
one of the most valuable resources
as its availability is limited in many
parts of the United States.
A critical component of the water
distribution system is a finished water
storage tank that can properly house
water for distribution. Maintaining clean water quality, providing
adequate system usage, firefighting
demands and system pressures are a
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few examples of why proper water
storage is vital. If clean finished
water is being held in water storage
tanks which have coating deficiencies,
anyone who consumes this water is
at risk for waterborne illness. This
includes any health effects caused by
drinking water which does not meet
minimum drinking water standards.
There are several reasons to perform
regular inspection of water storage
tanks, including:
• Evaluate and confirm acceptable
sanitary conditions
• Evaluate and confirm structural
conditions
• Evaluate condition of coating
systems
• Evaluate areas of pre-mature
failure / excessive corrosion
• Evaluate security
• Determine scope of rehabilitation
/ improvements;
• And observed signs of vandalism
or unauthorized access
In accordance with AWWA M42, it is
recommended tanks should be washed
out and inspected at least once every
three years, and more frequently for
water supplies which have sediment
problems.
One of the major challenges
facing utilities in performing regular inspections is a lack of properly
trained personnel, equipment, and
resource availability. Tanks inspections almost always require climbing
at heights, entry into confined spaces,
an understanding of coating principles
and usage of necessary tank equipment. Interior inspections require
dewatering of the tank which impacts

By Michael K. McAloon, P.E.
water system operation and the use of
a diver, which includes a level of risk.
NON-INVASIVE TANK
INSPECTION TECHNOLOGIES
Recently the use of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) and Remote Operated Vehicles (ROV’s) has made it
easier to maintain tank operation and
reduce personnel risk. The ability for
the water system to maintain operation is paramount. The use of drone
equipment is one way to perform
inspections while a water tank maintains normal operating conditions.
Additionally, this mitigates the risks
associated with manually performing
these inspections.
For exterior tank inspections, the
use of an UAV technology is utilized
to observe the coating condition of

Continues on page 6
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LEADERSHIP IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND
REDEVELOPMENT LAW, LITIGATION & NOW
CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCY
Recognizing the ever-increasing challenges that our

local government entities face as the result of extreme climate
forces affecting public health, safety and the environment,
Maraziti Falcon, LLP has developed a practice area devoted to
assisting our clients to increase resiliency and strategically plan
for a changing climate.

Extreme weather conditions and excessive regional,

local and coastal flooding and storm surges threaten
infrastructure, transportation and our clients’ ability to protect
assets, resulting in a need to adapt governance to meet these
challenges and revise existing policies and ordinances to better
protect against the adverse effects of these life-altering events.
This practice area complements Maraziti Falcon’s existing practice devoted to the
counseling of public and private entities regarding environmental, redevelopment,
land use law, government, construction law and litigation.

Environmental and Redevelopment Law,
Litigation & Climate Change Resiliency
150 JOHN F. KENNEDY PARKWAY, SHORT HILLS, NEW JERSEY 07078
(973) 912-9008 • FAX (973) 912-9007 • WWW.MFHLAW.COM
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T

he regulatory demands
on water and wastewater
utilities are increasing and
this has coincided with an
understanding that rates need to stay
affordable for lower income residents.
This is both a challenge and an opportunity for public utilities, as we
have the benefit of much more affordable rates. (Based upon a 2018 rate
evaluation, the public drinking water
rates were approximately 55% of the
investor-owned rates in Monmouth
and Ocean Counties.)
The regulatory process can be
reactive and Flint Michigan provided
an example of what can occur when
politics, poor management and a
financial crisis affected the decisionmaking on water quality. As an
industry, we have to accept the fallout
from Flint Michigan and understand
that lead will be regulated more stringently even in systems with no history
of lead problems.
The New Jersey Water Quality Accountability Act was enacted
in 2017, and this again was almost
certainly prompted by water systems,
both public and investor-owned, that
had too many water main breaks and
could not isolate the breaks when they
occurred. This rule requires extensive valve exercising, hydrant flushing/testing, mandatory water main
replacement, the development of an
asset management plan and cybersecurity plans for certain systems.
These are all common sense requirements and this Act was supported by
the AEA but it will require doubledigit rate increases in many systems.
One of the most fundamental
changes for a drinking water utility is
the implementation of new maximum
contaminant levels (MCLs). Typically these standards do not change
frequently and in practice, there have
been no real changes since 1996 when
five (5) MCLs were adopted. This is
no longer the case and MCLs were

By Dave Harpell, President

adopted for PFNA and 1,2,3-TCP in
2018. In addition, MCLs have been
proposed for PFOA and PFOS and
the Drinking Water Quality Institute
is developing an MCL recommendation for 1,4-Dioxane. What has been
extremely difficult is that most of the
affected utilities were not even aware
of issues with PFNA, PFOA, PFOS,
1,2,3-TCP and 1,4-Dioxane until
2013 as part of the Third Unregulated
Contaminant Monitoring Rule. There
has been very little time and almost
no funding available to address the
treatment process changes required
for these contaminants.
Finally, the federal government
adopted the Water Infrastructure
Act of 2018, which will require the
implementation of risk and resiliency
planning. Even more interestingly,
it would appear that these Risk and
Resiliency Assessments will be
submitted to the USEPA instead of the
NJDEP.
In short, all utilities want our
customers to have confidence in their
drinking water systems and in the
long-term, the regulatory changes
may be both necessary and positive
for the industry. In the short-term,
however, these changes will create
Continues on page 5
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Executive Director’s Message
AEA and Many Members Speak Out Against NJDEP
Proposals Based on Poor or No Scientific Backing

A

uthorities in many cases
face costly impacts from
recent regulatory proposals. AEA and many
members have been actively engaged
in communicating concern to the New
Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) and the office of
Gov. Phil Murphy.
NJDEP is proposing amendments to the Surface Water Quality
Standards (SWQS), N.J.A.C. 7:9B, to
upgrade 749 river miles to Category
One (C1) antidegradation designation.
A Sussex County MUA treatment
plant (Hampton Commons) discharges
to a tributary of a section of the

Paulins Kill named for C1 upgrade.
NJDEP said the proposed designation is necessary because the water
body is habitat for the triangle floater.
However, in his comment letter, Tom
Varro, SCMUA executive director,
noted that the tributary to which the
Hampton Commons plant discharges
is intermittent and cannot support
the species. In its comment letter
as submitted by Tyler & Carmeli,
Raritan Township MUA noted that “in
general, [the] proposal did not provide
adequate notice to municipalities,
property owners, and commercial
and public entities of what amounts to
sweeping impacts to their interests.”

If you’re trusted to protect
public health or
the environment,
we can help.

732-491-2811



hazenandsawyer.com
Edison, NJ
wgettings@hazenandsawyer.com

By Peggy Gallos
In one of two comment letters
submitted on this matter, AEA also
complained about inadequate notice,
pointing out that the regulatory
process was being undertaken at
“an unusually brisk pace,” making it
difficult for its members to reasonably
plan or assess the effect the regulations would have. AEA and other
commenters noted that the proposal
failed to identify all treatment plants
impacted and that the mapping and
other information made available was
not adequate to determine who would
be affected. AEA noted to the NJDEP
that its handling of this regulatory
proposal ran counter in many ways to
the regulatory principles Gov. Murphy
outlines in his Executive Order 63.
AEA expressed similar concerns
directly to the Governor in an April
24 letter.
The NJDEP also has proposed
amendments to the Discharge of
Petroleum and Other Hazardous Substance rules, Ground Water Quality
Standards, Private Well Testing Act
rules, Safe Drinking Water Act rules,
and New Jersey Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System rules. In a May 31
letter to the NJDEP, AEA commented
on behalf of AEA members that hold
GW discharge permits, in support of
Continues on page 5
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Continued from page 4

testimony offered by Landis Sewerage Authority (LSA) at the May 15
public hearing, and because AEA felt
that the proposal has implications for
possible similar proposals for surface
water dischargers that the NJDEP
might be drafting and planning to
release. AEA said that “the NJDEP is
proposing wastewater discharge regulations based on quantitation methods
for drinking water. These rules are not
supported by science.”
In these proposals, it appears that
NJDEP relies on data that is incomplete or cherry-picked, economic
assessments that under-represent cost
impacts, and/or methodologies that
are not directly applicable to what is
proposed to be regulated.
AEA is participating in several

President’s
Message
Continued from page 3

significant financial challenges.
As for wastewater, the current rulemaking has been slower than that for
drinking water but by all indications,
additional requirements including
asset management planning, collection system permits and a wastewater
version of the Water Quality Accountability Act will be forthcoming in the
near future.
I would hope that all of the AEA
members affected by these changes
can work together to make the industry stronger and to leverage our lower
rates for the benefit of our customers.

rulemaking stakeholder processes.
Since 2017, AEA has been working
with the NJDEP to develop procedures for a Water Quality Standards
Variance (WQSV) for arsenic. At
a May 21 stakeholder meeting, the
NJDEP discussed this as a part of
broader WQSV procedures that it is
drafting under its Triennial Review.
Other revisions, says the NJDEP, will
include updates to the bacterial criteria for primary contact recreational
criteria and freshwater ammonia
criteria. The NJDEP is also considering revisions to human health criteria
for toxic substances in the future.
The DCA Division of Local
Government Services is planning to
meet with stakeholders in July regarding implementation of a new law
governing contracting for changed site

conditions. Attorney Brent Carney, of
Maraziti Falcon, discussed the new
law at the AEA spring conference,
and he intends to participate in the
DCA DLGS meeting.
To review the AEA comments
on the C1 and PFOS/PFOA GW
discharge proposals, or the letter AEA
wrote to Gov. Murphy in April, please
see the Document Library in the
Member Content section of the AEA
website. (Members must register for
the Member side. Any staff member
of an AEA regular, municipal or associate member organization is eligible
to register.)

TYLER & CARMELI, P.C.
Attorneys At Law

George J. Tyler
Margaret B. Carmeli
Serving New Jersey business in the following
areas of law:
Environmental Issues
Contract & Construction Issues
General Business Commercial Transactions
Insurance Coverage Litigation
Regulatory & Legislative Representation
Planning & Zoning Real Estate
Labor & Employment Law
Located on Rte. 130 North in
Robbinsville, New Jersey we are within minutes
of the New Jersey Turnpike and Rtes. 195 & 295.
1 AAA Drive, Suite 204
Robbinsville, New Jersey 08691
(609) 631-0600 - Tel
(609) 631-0651 - Fax
gtyler@tcglaw.com mcarmeli@tcglaw.com
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Non-Invasive Water Storage Tank Inspection
Continued from page 1

tomeric Aromatic Polyurethane (EAP)
coating system was used. This coating was selected due to several characteristics which were ideal for use in
the water storage. These include its
edge retentive properties, flexibility,
solvent-free, high build, one coat
applications to up to 250 mils, NSF
certification and most importantly,
the long-term service life. While the
coating has not had many long-term
case studies, the application thickness
of 25+ mils, laboratory testing, as
well as experienced industry professionals who have observed the use in
pipeline applications forecast up to
a fifty (50) year service life. This is
almost double the expected life cycle
of the traditional coatings, which its
life cycle is expected between 15 and
20 years. The most recent tank was
rehabilitated using the 100 percent
solids EAP, found in Figure #4.

the entire tank circumference, as well
as from base to overflow. Additional
drone technology can also obtain a
LiDAR scan of the existing topography depicting signs of settlement,
site grading/drainage, and other site
concerns.
The use of the ROV in the tank
interior provides a detailed evaluation
to the current coating condition and
visual observation on tank components, which are near impossible to
observe otherwise.
MCMUA TANK INSPECTION
SCE performed the engineering
design, and construction observation
of MCMUA’s water storage tanks:
Dover-Chester Road, Mine Hill,
Markewicz tanks #1 - #4. As part of
the engineering design and construction for Markewicz #2 tank, an Elas-

SOLVING COMPLEX
WATER CHALLENGES
The Kiely Family of Companies provides full service
design-build support for:
Potable Water Facilities

Pipeline Forensics

Wastewater Facilities

Program Management

To learn more about our turnkey services and how we can respond to your
project’s unique requirements, contact us.
Dave Applegate, P.E. (732) 403-8500 ext. 463
kielybuilds.com

Figure 4
Rehabilitation of Tank
The rehabilitation of the tank was
completed in spring of 2016 with a
construction cost of approximately
$1.2 million dollars. The tank exterior was recently pressure washed in
the fall of 2018 in effort to maintain
coating appearance, as well as coating
properties.
A non-invasive tank inspection was performed in April 2019 to
evaluate locations of the tank which
may be demonstrating coating failure.
To complete the tank exterior evaluation, an UAV drone inspection was
Continues on page 7
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Water Storage Tank Inspection
Continued from page 6

performed. To observe the conditions of the tank interior, an ROV
inspection was also performed. This
equipment was properly disinfected
in accordance with AWWA standards
prior to making contact with the
finished drinking water. As part of
the inspection, several components
were thoroughly evaluated to verify
condition, these include:
• Tank inlet/outlet piping
• Tank support columns
• Roof structure
• Access manways
• Door sheet utilized during construction
• Tank overflow box

• Water/air interface region
• Tank walls & coating
• Floor sediment
• Cathodic protection
During this inspection, the tank level
was filled as close as possible to the
overflow elevation. This allows the
equipment to reach the maximum
operating range. While there were
minor locations in which spot corrosion is occurring based on the footage
observed, the coating is demonstrating exemplary performance.

Department. He joined SCE in January
2014 and has extensive experience in
the discipline of utility infrastructure
and design projects that include sanitary sewer collections and treatment,
water distribution and treatment, and
gas utility transmission and distribution. He leads his team of engineers
and designers to provide outstanding,
award-winning design solutions on
various projects. He is a professional
engineer and a licensed C2, T2, and
W1 Operator, NACE Coating Inspector
Level 1 - Certified

About the writer: Mr. Michael K.
McAloon, PE is a Department Manager at Suburban Consulting Engineers,
Inc. (SCE) for the Water/Wastewater

Water
Environment
Transportation
Energy
Facilities

Insight. Expertise. Innovation.

We deliver on your environmental challenge.
• Water and Wastewater Engineering
• Regulatory Support
• Stormwater Management
Research Park
321 Wall Street
Princeton, NJ 08540
609-924-8821

Edison, NJ

www.kleinfelder.com
(formerly Omni Environmental)

www.kleinfelder.com
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Cybersecurity Insights on Third Party Vendors

O

ur industry provides essential lifeline services to
our communities. Safe and
Clean water are crucial
to our public health and ecosystem.
Supporting these functions requires
Secure Information Technology
and Operational Technology. Our
computer networks and infrastructure continue to face an onslaught
of threats from cyber-attacks both
indiscriminately and targeted, which
are designed to steal money, collect
sensitive personal information and
hold business systems hostage and can
be sold to the highest bidder.
In today’s climate it would be
nearly impossible to find a municipality that doesn’t contract with third-party vendors. But for the convenience
and flexibility of outsourcing to third
parties could come with significant
risks; including the potential for regulatory penalties and related to vendor
security incidents, which have soared
in recent years, costing organizations
millions of dollars.
Perhaps you heard about the highprofile data breaches news (Humana,
BCBS, Aetna, Airline booking service
and most recently Quest Diagnostic’s – you name it!) they all have one
commonality; they were all attributed
to third-party vendors. Once a vendor

has access to your network, they
have access to confidential company,
customer, and employee information.
If your vendors network isn’t secure,
they put your data at risk, and your
company is completely responsible for
whatever happens to that data.
Preventing risk events from third
party service providers has always
been a challenge, but the stakes are
even higher. For instance, many companies use electronic billing or payroll
services which can put you at risk if
the vendor is not following some kind
of security guidelines. Despite the
innocent nature of the relationships,
third-party vendors can make or break
your company’s security.
In order to avoid a data breach
attributed to third-party security, you
must perform adequate assessments of
your vendor’s security practices and
institute a vendor management policy.
Sure, your agency may have a couple
of information security professionals,
but perhaps not enough manpower
to sufficiently assess all vendors. We
may have to seek out firms that not
only have security knowledge, but can
address compliance and regulatory
needs.
We are moving closer to TPRM
(Third Party Risk Management) and
market indicators show regulatory

By: Leon McBride
drivers are adding the challenge of
effectively managing vendor related
risk. So, leaning forward as our industry prepares for the future, we should
always include cybersecurity in the
discussion.
About the writer: Leon McBride is the
IT Manager/Cybersecurity Specialist
for the Lakewood MUA. He has more
than fifthteen years of experience helping organizations successfully secure,
and safely use information systems to
support their business goals. He is an
experience Technology Director and
is certified in IT Service Management
and Cybersecurity. Leon also serves as
cochair of AEA’s IT committee.

75 Livingston Avenue, Roseland, NJ 07068 (973) 622-1800

Serving Authorities throughout the State of New Jersey.
McManimon, Scotland and Baumann, LLC is a law firm focused on
New Jersey, serving both government and private sector clients - with
an extensive history in public and structured finance and redevelopment
law. We provide the power of ideas and innovation in the fields of public
sector finance and regulation – environmental, energy supply, energy
conservation, energy savings improvement programs, bond and lease
financing, solid and hazardous waste, transportation, housing, water
supply and wastewater financing.
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AEA Forms New Safety Committee

J

anette Kessler from Atlantic
County Utilities Authority is
proud to announce the newly
formed AEA Safety Committee. In early 2019, as a result of
discussions originating during the
Environmental Professional Development Academy the AEA Safety
Committee was formed.
The purpose of the Safety
Committee is to provide a forum for
staff of AEA members to discuss a
broad range of safety related issues,
educate committee members, identify
safety-related education and training
requirements, and to have an industry voice on proposed OSHA safety
regulations.
Committee members can share
best practices and written programs
so no one has to reinvent the wheel.
This group can provide resources to
each other on safety training programs, workplace self-inspections, accident investigations, claims handling,
insurance procurement and much
more.
The end goal of the Safety Committee is to promote and maintain the
interest of AEA members in health
and safety issues, help ensure compliance with federal and state safety
standards, reduce injuries and to
make health and safety issues a part
of every AEA member’s organization,
thus promoting a safer industry!
Beginning in March 2019, the
Safety Committee has added “Sustainable Safety Tips” each month
to the AEA website. Members are
encouraged to take a look at the safety
tips and feel free to use the information at your location.
The inaugural Safety Meeting
is scheduled for July 26, 2019 and
will be held at the Jackson Township
Municipal Utilities Authority located
at 135 Manhattan Street, Jackson,
NJ. The meeting will begin at 10:00
am. This meeting has been scheduled
thanks to the support of Dave Harpell
from Jackson Township Municipal
Utilities Authority. Please reach out

to Karen Burris or Janette Kessler
if you are interested in attending the
safety meeting or joining the Safety
Committee.
The current members of the
committee are: Janette Kessler, Chair,
Atlantic County UA; Tom Burgess,
T&M Associates; Gregory DePaul,
Ocean County UA; Sharon Ham, Two
Rivers Water Reclamation Authority;
Javier Peter Irizarry, Stony Brook
Regional SA; Mike Janusz, Jackson
MUA and Celenia Mercado, Southeast
Morris County MUA.
About the writer: Janette Kessler is
Safety and Risk Manager for Atlantic
County Utilities Authority and is
Insurance Commissioner on both
the Atlantic County Insurance Commission and the NJ Counties Excess
Liability Insurance Fund.

Janette Kessler

GUARANTEED ENVIRONMENTAL
MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Dredging & Dewatering Services
•

Hydraulic Dredging and Cleaning of
Marine Channels, Lakes and Lagoons

•

Sludge/Residuals Processing and
Dewatering

•

Mobile Dewatering Equipment
Rental and Operation

•

Industrial Cleaning
Sewer, Storm Water, Water Line
Cleaning and Maintenance
•

DIgester/Tank Cleaning

•

Vacuum Truck Services

•

Sewer Line Cleaning

•

Water Blasting

•

CCTV/Sonar Pipeline Inspection

•

Leak Detection

Sediment Excavation and
Solidification

All Work Performed to Your
Complete Satisfaction
Call Us Toll Free 1-800-635-9689
Or Email fsenske@mdvpinc.com

3100 Bethel Road | Chester, PA 19013 | www.mdvpinc.com
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AEA Honors Member Achievements
Recipients of the 2019 Wave Award

A

EA is proud to recognize
members who were recipients of the wave award
during our recognition
lunch at the spring utility management conference in March. Awards
were presented for:
Outstanding Commissioner
Dr. Robert A. Bartolini, Stony Brook
Regional SA
Ted Light, Middlesex County UA
Outstanding Associate Member
John Napolitano, Esq., Cleary Giacobbe Alfieri Jacobs, LLC.
Individual Wave Achievement
Kyle Arnold, North Hudson SA
Susan DuBey, Bayshore Regional SA
Up and Comer Award
Apryl Roach, Franklin Township SA
Life Member
Kevin Aiello, Middlesex County UA
Sid Weiss, Esq., Southeast Morris
County MUA

Apryl Roach (center) of Franklin Township SA proudly holds the Up and Comer
award. You will recognize her smiling face from the AEA registration desk as
one of the volunteers greeting you as you pick up your badge. She is pictured
with Steve Specht and Peggy Gallos.

Best Management Practices
Atlantic County UA
Hanover SA
North Hudson SA
Toms River MUA
Energy Savers
Ocean County UA
Willingboro MUA
Forward Thinking
Buena Borough MUA
Passaic Valley SC
Western Monmouth UA
Public Education
Camden County MUA
Camden County MUA executive director Andy Kricun shows off their Public
Education award. Steve Specht, Doug Burns, Tim Feeney, Scott Schreiber,
Peter Kroll and Peggy Gallos are also pictured.
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Chairman Marvin Embry and
President Rick Dovey (center)
accept Atlantic County UA’s Best
Management Practices award.

Longtime AEA member
Kevin Aiello (c) of the
Middlesex County UA is
awarded Life Member.

PVSC is honored with a
Forward Thinking award.
Bridget McKenna (c) accepts
the award on their behalf.
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On hand to accept the Ocean County UA’s Energy Savers award were Executive Director Keith Marcoon and Northern
Division Director Raymond Budin (c).

John Napolitano of
Cleary Giacobbe
Alfieri Jacobs smiles
for the camera with
Peggy and Dave
Harpell after receiving an Outstanding
Associate Member
award. During his acceptance speech, John
did remember to thank
his mom and dad.
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Congratulations 2018 EPDA Cohort

Environmental Professional Development Academy recognizes the 2018 Cohort. Seated l to r: Jennifer Rivera, Pemberton
Township MUA, Yolanda Cox, Plainfield MUA, Natalie Chesko, South Monmouth RSA. Standing l to r: Brian Valentino,
Western Monmouth UA and academy director, Paul Dobson, Stony Brook RSA, Hossein “Mack” Rahimi, Stony Brook RSA,
Janette Kessler, Atlantic County UA, Javier “Pete” Irizarry, Stony Brook RSA, Frank Rockwell, South Monmouth RSA, Don
Hilty, Stony Brook RSA, Michael Mullen, Evesham MUA, Tom Bongiovanni, Two Bridges SA, James Higgins, Evesham. Not
pictured: Patricia Lopes, Passaic Valley SC and Larry Chambers, Plainfield MUA.

Mission Statement
The mission of AEA is to deliver information, education and advocacy programs
and services that help member organizations provide excellent service to ratepayers
and that help the public understand and value the work of AEA members.
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To register
Visit www.aeanj.org and download registration form

The Association of Environmental Authorities
Invites Future Managers
to the

Environmental Professional
Development Academy

Track 4 on Human
Resources Begins
Wed., Sept. 11, 2019
Management training
Cohort-based approach
Comprehensive
Mul6-track
Hands-on

Year 4 Cohort, EPDA

Tuition $550 per track for AEA members includes books,
materials, lunch and free registration/hotel for AEA conferences.
Sign-up for all 4 tracks, get special rate.
Track 1 Operations completed
Track 2 Administration completed
Track 3 Finances completed
Track 4 Human Resources start date Sept. 11. Location
East Windsor MUA

For staﬀ of public water/
wastewater/solid waste
authori6es and municipal
systems

70 men and women
have completed this
valuable training
course
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NJ Energy Audit Program Generous And Easier
Than Ever

T

he NJBPU Clean Energy
Program (NJCEP) Local
Government Energy Audit
(LGEA) incentive Program
is one of the first steps an entity must
take to participate in other NJCEP
incentives. The LGEA Program has
been streamlined to three simple
steps: Apply, Approve and Audit.
The Program is available to local
and state government as well as select
non-profit entities for buildings that
contribute to the Societal Benefits
Charge through gas and/or electric
utilities.
The Program will subsidize 100
percent of the audit cost up to an
annual cap of $100,000 per entity
per fiscal year (with some exceptions
possible for large entities pursuing
an Energy Savings Improvement
Program).
The LGEA is the first step most
entities will need to take to participate
in other NJBPU Clean Energy Programs. Thankfully the program has
been simplified and streamlined so
that it’s as easy as ever to participate.
The process includes three steps:
1. APPLY: Prepare the Excel application form available, upload the
PDF signature page and submit
14 consecutive months of utility
bill for each account, including
gas, electric, propane, oil and
solar.
2. APPROVE: The application will

3.

be reviewed, and a utility analysis
will be completed. Once the application is deemed complete and
eligibility verified an approval
letter will be issued.
AUDIT: The NJCEP team will
perform the audit.

Cumbersome steps that were
previously required to participate in
the LGEA Program that have been
eliminated include:
• No need to pass a resolution to
participate in the program
• No need to issue an RFP for
eligible auditors – TRC will
perform all audits
• No longer a reimbursement
program – the cost of the audit is

covered by the program up to the
$100,000 cap
The completed audit report will
include, among other things, an inventory of all energy-consuming equipment, a comprehensive utility billing
analysis, facility benchmarking, a list
of energy conservation measures that
will detail cost, energy and emissions
reductions, and consultation with the
NJCEP team that will review audit
findings and discuss other incentive
Program opportunities at your facilities.
To participate visit www.NJCleanEnergy.com/LGEA or call the
NJCEP Call Center 866-NJSMART
(866-657-6278) today!

When you find that your facility’s
reality defies logic….

Turn to the experienced professionals at
Environmental Resolutions, Inc.
for reliable, cost-effective solutions.

Headquarters in
Mount Laurel, NJ
856-235-7170
info@erinj.com
www.erinj.com
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Capital Improvement Project to Replace an
Aged Diesel Emergency Generator
Recently members were asked for case
histories of projects they undertook
as a consultant or as a water/wastewater/solid waste system that ended
some kind of waste of a resource or to
put it in the reverse that saved something. This is what Executive Director
Pam Carolan of Mount Laurel MUA
had to say about their reuse of equipment and hardening of facilities

R

ather than install a new
permanent generator (as
was already in place),
MLTMUA opted to buy a
new portable emergency generator
with attached fuel tank and install a
portable hookup in Nov 2018.
The main benefits to this option
included the ability to temporarily
relocate the emergency generator
to other facilities if we encountered
operational difficulties with those
permanently installed emergency
generators.
This will give us even greater
resiliency as all of our 70+ facilities
are already equipped with emergency
generators (with the exception of 2 locations: 1. Teals sanitary PS as the PS
is located in a MH in the roadway, we
don’t own ground, the PS only serves
a dozen homes, so we opt to pump out
with our vacuum truck if necessary. 2.
Our engineering/warehouse bldg.)
The old associated above ground

resiliency. We opted to temporarily
diesel fuel storage tank was given new
relocate our 6 month old/new portable
life as it was relocated to our sewage
treatment
plant in
April
This will buy us time to wait for
2019. The
approximately one year to replace the
relocated
permanent PS generator which was planned
tank will:
• Rewithin our budget.
duce
time
for
generator from the Ark Rd Booster
refueling of diesel operated
to the Ramblewood PS, as the PS is
vehicles and equipment as it is
a much more critical facility in our
located where the majority of that
overall operation. This will buy us
equipment is housed, rather than
time to wait for approximately one
continually going off-site to the
year to replace the permanent PS
township’s public works yard for
generator which was planned within
fuel; and
our budget.
• Increase overall township storage
capacity of diesel fuel.
 	 In early May 2019, our decision
to buy the portable generator paid off.
We’d been having operational issues
at our largest sewage PS (Ramblewood PS) for several months. As
such we had temporarily housed our
6” diesel trash pump at the PS as
backup. We recently determined that
the operational issue was electrical.
The new Variable Frequency Drives
(VFDs) were getting interference
from the 30 year old emergency
generator. Our options to correct the
situation are numerous due to our

Authority View is written
and edited by AEA staff and
volunteer contributors.
It is printed by Hermitage Press,
Trenton NJ.
Editor:
Peggy Gallos
Associate Editor:
Karen Burris
Advertising Manager:
Karen Burris
Contributing Writers,
this issue:
Peggy Gallos
Dave Harpell
Janette Kessler
Michael McAloon
Leon McBride
Graphic Designer:
Trend Multimedia
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Landis Earth Day

Picture line up from left Marianette Arce, Assistant Purchasing Manager holding Elizabeth Harmer’s poster from Creative
Achievement School, Dennis W. Palmer, Director at LSA, Jenna D’Orio from Bishop Scad Regional School, Tracy Bortolotti
from Veterans Memorial School, Luna Hernandez Mendez from Wallace Middle School, Mr. Reuben, Chairman at LSA, Tatiana Juarbe from Cunningham Academy and Najvir Dhinju from Sgt. Dominick Pilla Middle School.

Hanover Tour

SE Morris Tour

Pete Tyrrell, superintendent at Hanover Sewerage Authority, (second from r) explains a step in the wastewater
treatment process on a tour in March. He is pictured
with (from l) Kurt Denlinger, Maria Taluba, Val Marks
and Marion McCord, all of Hunterdon County.

In March, Peggy Gallos took members from her church on a
tour of drinking water and wastewater facilities. Here (from l)
Marie Taluba, Marion McCord, and Val Marks listen to Pump
Station Repairer, Norman Hiler of the Southeast Morris County Municipal Utilities Authority, at the Clyde Potts Reservoir.

Alaimo Group

Consulting Engineers
200 HIGH STREET, MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
Tel: 609-267-8310 Fax: 609-845-0300
2 MARKET STREET, PATERSON, NJ 07501
Tel: 973-523-6200 Fax: 973-523-1765
www.alaimogroup.com
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Tyler & Carmeli, P.C......................................................................................................Page 5

WASTEWATER ENGINEERING
• Wastewater Management Plans
• Federal, State and Local Permitting
• Hydraulic Capacity Studies
• Development Reviews
• Wastewater Pump Stations
• Sewage Force Mains
• Interceptors and Trunk Sewers
• Wastewater Treatment Facilities
• Sludge Handling Facilities
• Sludge Management Plans
• Capital Project Facilities Evaluation
• Co-Generation Facilities
• Subsurface Disposal of Effluent
• Infiltration & Inflow Remediation
• Rate Studies

Consulting & Municipal

ENGINEERS

Parlin • Howell • Monmouth Junction • Camden • Pleasantville • Barnegat

www.cmeusa1.com • P: 732.727.8000
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Helping protect
New Jersey’s
water resources
Mott MacDonald is proud to have worked
with municipalities across New Jersey
to modernize water treatment plants,
strengthen wastewater infrastructure,
control combined sewer overflows, and
improve the quality of local waterways.
For more information, write to
americas@mottmac.com or
call 800.832.3272.
mottmac.com
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The Association of Environmental Authorities
2333 Whitehorse-Mercerville Road, Suite 2, Mercerville, NJ 08619
609-584-1877 | Fax: 609-584-8271

This newsletter is published by the Association of Environmental
Authorities three times a year as a service to its members.
No material maybe reprinted from this publication without
the express permission of the editor. The Association of
Environmental Authorities assumes no responsibility for opinions
or statements of facts expressed by contributors or advertisers,
and editorials do not necessarily represent official policy of the
organization. Display and classified advertisements are included
as an educational service to our readers. Advertising rates and
information may be obtained by calling 609.584.1877 or by
referring to the AEA web site www.aeanj.org.

Printed on recycled paper

AEA is a nonprofit association
of governmental agencies
and supporting private
businesses that are dedicated
to maintaining and
improving New Jersey’s land
and water environment by
providing high-quality water,
wastewater and solid waste
utility services to New Jersey
businesses and residents at
reasonable rates.
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